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NIKOLAI BERDIAEV AS ESOTERIC THINKER: 
AN ARGUMENT FOR AN INTEGRATIVE APPROACH

The interface between philosophy and esotericism has been an in-
triguing object of study for quite some time. The topic is especially appo-
site as concerns German Idealism, due, no doubt, to the fact that the eso-
teric undertones are especially audible there1. A significantly less ex-
plored, but in my opinion equally interesting area of research, is Russian 
religious philosophy from the first half of the 20th century. In part it owes 
its esoteric nature to its main fountain source, Vladimir Solov'yov (1853–
1900), who was richly gifted with a mystical sensibility and delved into 
the traditions of ancient Gnosticism and Neo-Platonism, the Kabbalah, 
Christian mysticism and theosophy, motivated by a wish to find support 
for his own experiences2. In view of this fact and the high esteem in which 
he was held in the philosophical current he inspired, the latter could but 
be esoterically inclined, notwithstanding its close(r) proximity to Ortho-
doxy. Of the religious philosophers following in Solov'yov’s footsteps, 
Pavel Florenskii (1882–1937) was arguably the most «magical» and in-
clined to esotericism3. But also the writings of Nikolai Berdiaev (1874–
1948) exhibit a great deal of esoteric saturation. All the same, there has 
been very little research done on the question concerning to what degree 
Berdiaev’s philosophy might rightfully be called esoteric, no doubt for 
reasons of uncertainty as to what criteria have to be met if it is to be iden-
tified as such. For with the problem of how to properly execute a qualified 
assessment of the actual esoteric nature of Berdiaev’s thought, various ob-
stacles arise, which raise the demand of grounding them in the larger, 
over-arching question of methodology. 
As I see it, and for reasons that will be clearer further on, the only vi-

able option for approaching the intricate question of Berdiaev’s esoteri-
cism is to fuse a set of different perspectives. Consequently, I shall argue 
below for an integrative method that holds that part and whole cannot be 
separated without distorting our understanding of whatever we may in-
vestigate, and for that reason attempts to approach the phenomenon stud-
ied as a multidemensional and multivalent whole in a manner that does 

1 See the studies by Auguste Viatte, Ernst Benz and Glenn Alexander Magee.
2 Solov'yov’s esoteric interests and leanings have been studied to a certain degree. For a 

discussion of his kabbalistic interests see: [The Occult in Russian and Soviet Culture 1997: 75 f.].
3 At least, such was the opinion of Berdiaev [Berdiaev 1990: 178]: «Ультраправослав-

ный П. Флоренский тоже был причастен к оккультизму. Это связано было с его маги-
ческим мироощущением, и в нем, может быть, были оккультные способности».
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not diminish nor lessen this property of wholeness. 
A very simple model, such as the following, reveals how to reach mul-

tiple dimensions. It highlights three perspectives that might be called, re-
spectively: 1) the intentional, 2) the cultural-contextual, and 3) the theo-
retical. This tripartite division is loosely analogous to the distinction be-
tween the different perspectives evoked by three pronouns, as the 
dimension of the «I» (the subjective), the «we» dimension (the intersub-
jective), and lastly the «it» dimension (the objective). The «I-dimension» 
refers to self-definition, self-understanding, creative intent; the «we-di-
mension» refers to cultural context, shared meaning, communally shared 
outlooks and worldviews; the «it-dimension», lastly, refers to the actual 
philosophy as a textually codified, conceptual whole, quite regardless of 
the writer’s intention1. 
I have chosen to approach Berdiaev in accordance with these three 

perspectives, although in reverse order, in the belief that an elucidation of 
the interplay between them will facilitate a more comprehensive under-
standing of Berdiaev as esoteric thinker. Indeed, it is my opinion that such 
only a polyperspectival approach will help us disclose the complexity of 
the subject matter. Firstly, then, I attempt a brief contextualization of 
Berdiaev in his original historical cultural and social setting, positioning 
him in relation to esoteric currents that were in existence at the time. This 
is based on the assumption that each esoteric phenomenon arises in a cul-
tural background and context of shared ideals and meaning, and that it is 
to this that it should be related in the first place. Secondly, I make a few 
notes on Berdiaev’s thought in terms of a religious-philosophical, i. e. con-
ceptual, system. The subjective consciousness of the philosopher, and his 
more intimate personal experience, are suspended, as well as the cultural 
setting, in favour of an examination of esoteric motifs in the intricate 
philosophical outlook itself. The philosophical conception, as system or as 
an aggregate of notions, in and by itself, is all that really matters here. I ig-
nore the personality (conscious or unconscious) of the author, ignore the 
historical setting, the time, the place, and look solely on elements intrinsic 
to the work itself. And then, thirdly, I approach Berdiaev’s self-under-
standing and personal attitude towards his own «esotericism» as well as 
towards those of others, on the basis of his autobiographical accounts. 

1 It should be noted, though, that only artificially, that is to say purely in the abstract, are 
these three dimensions so clearly distinguishable that we can demarcate one from the other. In 
reality they are always intertwined, and this is especially true of Berdiaev. Moreover, other per-
spectives could be added to the ones proposed here. One might, for instance, argue for the import-
ance of taking into consideration the socio-economic dimension, or for the linguistic emphasis on 
the textual prerequisites of Berdiaev’s philosophy.
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The initial task for us then is to situate Berdiaev in the greater whole 
that is the cultural epoch of which he was a part, and more specifically, to 
the esoteric currents in existence at the time. In his autobiography, 
Berdiaev tells of how he early in life, through the mediation of his brother, 
came in contact with occult teachings of a theosophical bent, as well as 
with various paranormal phenomena, e. g. mediumism1. His experiences in 
this connection led him to make a negative evaluation, not least due to his 
brother’s sad ending shortly thereafter2. More important, though, for the 
formation of his outlook were his Petersburg years (ca. 1904–1908) and 
his early Moscow years (from 1908). Although the period is commonly 
known as the Silver Age, it was in many ways the Golden Age of Russian 
esotericism. Intellectuals, writers of imaginary fiction, and artists, espe-
cially those belonging to the Symbolist current that blossomed at this 
time, delved into occult teachings of all ages, in the process inspiring im-
portant works of art. Berdiaev himself compared it with the Hellenistic 
age of late antiquity3.
Berdiaev took the chance to investigate the esoteric teachings pro-

pounded in the Theosophical Society, but more importantly the doctrine 
of Rudolf Steiner, which were being proliferated in Russia at this time. 
Berdiaev’s friends, the poets Viacheslav Ivanov (1866–1949), Andrei Be-
lyi (1880–1934) and Maksimilian Voloshin (1877–1932) were all deeply 
captivated by these movements, especially Anthroposophy. Berdiaev was 
no doubt more interested in Anthroposophy than he would later care to 
admit. Renata von Maydell states that many Anthroposophists were of 
the opinion that Berdiaev articulated beliefs that were close to their own, 
and that they thought that he would eventually come to join the move-
ment itself [Maydell 2005]. Berdiaev was captivated by one of the core 
ideas of esoteric teachings, namely the existence of certain latent «occult 
powers» in man, on the basis of which it would be possible to know higher 

1 «В семье брата я рано столкнулся с явлениями оккультизма, к которым был в ре-
шительной оппозиции. Мой брат иногда впадал в трансы, начинал говорить рифмован-
но, нередко на непонятном языке, делался медиумом, через которого происходило со-
общение с миром индусских махатм. Однажды через брата, находившегося в состоянии 
транса, махатма сказал обо мне: “Он будет знаменит в Европе вашей старой”. Эта атмо-
сфера действовала на меня отрицательно, и я боролся против нее» [Berdiaev 1990: 26–
27]:

2 «Я говорил уже, что в ранней молодости, в личной своей жизни я столкнулся с 
оккультизмом, связанным с индусскими Махатмами. У меня была отрицательная реак-
ция, и я вел борьбу с этими веяниями» [Berdiaev 1990: 178].

3 «Наша эпоха имеет черты сходства с эллинистической эпохой. Эллинистической 
эпохой кончилась античная культура. <…>  И  в  нашу  эпоху  в  разнообразных теосо-
фических и мистических течениях происходит смешение и синкретическое объедине-
ние разных верований и культов» [Berdiaev 1922].
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worlds1. Being especially concerned with the question of consciousness, 
and its possible transformation, as taught by occultism, Berdiaev eventu-
ally wrote an article treating this subject [Berdiaev 2004a]. Berdiaev 
would even allow for the idea of reincarnation, although with the qualifi-
cation that rebirth would take place not in our present plane of existence2. 
Nonetheless, for all his curiosity, he ultimately took a stand against these 
currents of thought and his critique was laid out in a number of texts3. He 
eventually approached Orthodoxy, which is quite inimical to esotericism 
(at least in its occult varieties), to all intents and purposes leaving the eso-
teric circles behind. 
Berdiaev’s writings give witness to an interest not only in contempo-

rary esoteric currents of thought but in historical ones as well. One ought 
to mention the significance of Solov'yov, and the mystical tradition of 
Christian Theosophy, with such representatives as Angelus Silesius, Franz 
von Baader, and especially Jacob B�hme (1575–1624), as sources of inspi-
ration and affiliation. This inspiration can be seen in the mythologems (e. 
g. Sophia, the Ungrund, the notion of androgynity) borrowed from the 
Christian Theosophical tradition that are dispersed throughout 
Berdiaev’s writings. One ought also to mention the references to Hermes 
Trismegistus, on the whole appreciative, that are accompanied by at least 
four direct quotations of the «Corpus Hermeticum», the main founda-
tional set of texts of Western esotericism [Berdiaev 2002: 63; Berdiaev 
1996: 7]. Lastly, there is Berdiaev’s complex relation to the classic Gnos-
tics, to which I shall return shortly.
While these circumstantial details no doubt demonstrate that 

Berdiav was esoterically informed, and shared a common esoteric interest 
with contemporaries, they tell us very little about the actual degree to 
which his philosophical doctrine taken by itself can be said to have been 
esoteric. In order to elucidate this matter, the most straightforward ap-
proach is to apply an ideal-typical set of markers. To see what result this 
will bring in actual practice, let us take Faivre’s classical delineation of the 
elements characteristic of esoteric «forms of thought», which, although 
not undisputed, often serves as the starting point for discussions on and 
definitions of what is to be understood by esotericism. In his «Access to 

1 «Я не могу признать всю сферу оккультных явлений шарлатанством или самооб-
маном, не могу объяснить эти явления исключительно психопатологией. Я допускаю 
существование оккультных сил в человеке и оккультных явлений, еще не исследован-
ных научно» [Berdiaev 1990: 178].

2 See the discussion in [Berdiaev 1934].
3 The following are the most important: chapter 1 of [Berdiaev 1999]; сhapter 13 of 

[Berdiaev 2002]; [Berdiaev 2004c]; chapter 8 of [Berdiaev 2003[; [Berdiaev 1930]; and lastly 
[Berdiaev 1934].
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Western Esotericism» (1994), Faivre demarcates four primary and two 
secondary characteristics that he sees as common to all the various cur-
rents of Western esotericism. Faivre’s six characteristics are as follows: 1. 
Correspondences and Interdependence. 2. Living Nature. 3. Imagination. 
4. Transmutation. 5. Praxis of Concordance. 6. Transmission. [Faivre 
1994: 10 f.].
Of Faivre’s six distinguishing traits, the first four could certainly be 

said to apply to Berdiaev. In several writings, Berdiaev operates with the 
notion of an interdependence between microcosm and macrocosm. For in-
stance, in the second chapter of «Meaning of the Creative Act», which 
bears the title «Man: Microcosm and macrocosm» («Chelovek. 
Mikrokosm i makrokosm»), he reiterates the ancient doctrine that found 
its continuation in the Christian Theosophical tradition, which holds that 
man is a microcosm: «Man is a small universe, a microcosm – that is the 
fundamental truth of the knowledge of man <…>»1. This implies for 
Berdiaev, among other things, that man is not merely a separate self-en-
closed entity but that the entire universe discloses itself in his inner 
world, and that all the «qualities» and forces of the universe are to be 
found in man also. In fact, only through man’s truly cosmic stature is 
knowledge of the world made possible.
As regards the second of Faivre’s characteristics, this can also be said 

to apply to Berdiaev’s thought, although to a lesser degree. To be sure, it 
would be true to say that Berdiaev focused on history, culture, and man, 
rather than on nature, it would be equally true to say that he endorses the 
notion of a living nature, and certainly that of a living cosmos. 
Furthermore, there certainly is an insistence throughout his writings 

on the possibility, even necessity of direct and unmediated spiritual expe-
rience and inspired cognition. The problem of man’s dynamic conscious-
ness, which may undergo change and transformation, i. e. transmutation, 
is a theme that appears throughout his writings. The accompanying 
themes of imagination, inspiration and intuition are also treated in depth. 
There are different levels of perceiving divine Truth, Berdiaev says, and 
its apprehension is dependent on our structure of consciousness. There is 
scientific cognition, as well as philosophical, religious or mystical modes of 
knowledge, and there is gnosis [Berdiaev 1996: 39–40]. In this connec-
tion, Berdiaev makes use of such notions as «knowledge of God» (bo-
gopoznanie), «wisdom of God» (bogomudrie), and gnosis, to designate 
higher modes of knowing that differ from an ordinary state of conscious-
ness.

1 «Человек – малая вселенная, микрокосм – вот основная истина познания чело-
века <…>» [Berdiaev 2002: 56–57]. (My translation).
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To the above can be added other elements, not mentioned by Faivre, 
that I believe point towards an esoteric world view. Most important, per-
haps, is Berdiaev’s distinction between exoteric and esoteric modes of 
Christianity (possibly borrowed from Clement of Alexandria), a topic on 
which he elaborates in various texts, and which consitutes quite a unique 
avowal of an esoteric orientation. In 1916, his privileging of the esoteric 
mode was summarized in the following words: «The new religious con-
sciousness», to which he subscribed, «cannot not have a gnostic dimen-
sion. Gnosis leads from an outer, exoteric, historical Christianity, to a 
mystical, esoteric, inner Christianity»1. The movement towards esoteri-
cism in Christianity is, according to the philosopher, a spiritualization, a 
deepening. But, as stated in «Freedom and the Spirit», exoteric and eso-
teric Christianity do not necessarily have to be mutually exclusive. In 
fact, the division is not considered as being absolute.
Even from this superficial outline, for obvious reasons highly reduced 

in scope here, it is quite clear that in terms of content, then, Berdiaev’s 
philosophy could qualify as being esoteric, seeing that it exhibits a few 
typical, according to Faivre’s delineation even essential, esoteric motifs. 
With such an investigation, however, we have not quite reached an under-
standing of the particularities of his esotericism. In fact, we run the risk of 
having forced his complex thought into a simplified model, and substan-
tial doubts arise when we proceed to examine Berdiaev’s self-identifica-
tion as well as his self-contextualization as it relates to both historical and 
contemporary esoteric currents. Without these we would have merely a 
trunctated understanding of Berdiaev’s esotericism. Although we cer-
tainly cannot award Berdiaev the privilege of being his own best inter-
preter, his self-understanding will provide us with an access to a deeper 
and more qualified view of his thought and will help us position him in re-
lation to existing esoteric currents of thought. 
Berdiaev never identified in his published texts as either esotericist, 

occultist, gnostic, or hermeticist. But he did in fact self-identify as 
theosophist. In his autobiography, for instance, written at the end of his 
life, he states: «According to my philosophical type, I am above all a 
moralist, a historian, a theosophist»2. Here Berdiaev uses the term «no-
tionally», that is to say as a designation for an invididual characterized by 
a certain type of thinking, a «spiritual attitude». But Berdiaev also in-
scribed himself in a Christian theosophical current, a theosophical tradi-

1 «Новое религиозное сознание не может не иметь гностической стороны. Гнозис 
переводит от внешнего, экзотерического, исторического христианства к христианству 
мистическому, эзотерическому, внутреннему» [Berdiaev 2004b: 203]. (My translation).

2 «По своему философскому типу я прежде всего моралист, историк и теософ» 
[Berdiaev 1990: 84]. (My translation).
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tion which he thought ran all through Christian history. In the foreword 
to «The Philosophy of the Free Spirit», published in 1927, i. e. preceding 
the autobiography just mentioned by about twenty years, he writes: «I re-
gard myself as being a Christian theosophist, in the sense in which 
Clement of Alexandria, Origen, St. Gregory of Nyssa, Cardinal Nicholas of 
Cusa, Jacob Boehme, St. Martin, Francis Baader and Vladimir Solovyov 
were Christian theosophists [Berdyaev 1948: xix]». 
His views on false and true theosophy were also elaborated in this 

context. Indeed, he proposed a set of criteria for identifying what consti-
tutes genuine theosophy, which the modern esoteric currents in his opin-
ion did not meet1. His assessment of occultism, ancient and modern, was 
constructed around two, in his view diametrically opposed modes of relat-
ing to the world and the superphysical realms, namely the magical and the 
mystical, the former of which he evaluates in the negative. Berdiaev was of 
the opinion that the cosmic focal point of these currents, their «cosmocen-
trism», was a clear indication of a common submission to a hazardous al-
lure, which implied that both man and God were being dissolved into the 
cosmos. «In theosophy», he writes, «I sought in vain for God, who is also 
dissolved in the cosmic schemes. I explained the popularity of these occult 
and esoteric currents as a cosmic temptation of the age (kosmicheskoe 
prel’shchenie �pokhi), a wish to merge with the mysterious powers of the 
cosmos and the soul of the world <…>. Occultism is above all the sphere 
of magic, that is to say necessity, not freedom»2. 
Thus, Berdiaev’s mystical inclinations and anthropocentric focus, his 

affirmation of the Christian revelation and of freedom as the highest 
value, forced him to react against what he saw as the magical, cosmocen-
tric temptation of occultism. In fact, as I have attempted to demonstrate 
elsewhere, Berdiaev’s own project for a Christian gnosis simultaneously 
involved shielding it against gnosis falsely understood as such [Linde 
2010: 79–115]. In the process of drawing up his own apology for gnosis, 
the need to debunk not only ancient Gnosticism but also alternative can-
didates on the contemporary esoteric scene, primarily the two sister 
movements of Theosophy and Anthroposophy, became crucial. The same 
strategy applies, I believe, not only to his gnosis, but to his esotericism as a 

1 «Современные модные “теософические” течения испортили прекрасное слово 
“теософия” и заставили забыть существование подлинно христианской теософии, ис-
тинного богомудрия» [Berdiaev 1994: 175].

2 «<…> в теософии я не находил Бога, Бог также растворялся в космических пла-
нах. Популярность оккультных и теософических течений я объяснял космическим пре-
льщением эпохи, жаждой раствориться в таинственных силах космоса, в душе мира <…
>. Оккультизм есть сфера магии по преимуществу, то есть необходимости, а не свобо-
ды» [Berdiaev 1990: 179]. (My translation).
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whole, whatever the designation used. That is to say, his endeavour ought 
to be understood as an attempt to establish another esotericism, that was 
made to differ from contemporary currents. According to the model that 
was proposed above, then, Berdiaev would privilege the «I-dimension», i. 
e. a personal esoteric creation, above the «we-dimension», i. e. a shared es-
oteric outlook. In contrast to the cosmic, evolutive, esotericism pro-
pounded by Rudolf Steiner, and the Non-Christian one promulgated in 
Theosophy, Berdiaev emphasized the necessity of a Christocentric esoteri-
cism: «I acknowledge the possibility of a Christian gnosis and a Christian 
esotericism, but only on the mandatory condition that the incomparabil-
ity and originality of the Christian revelation, the organic integrality of 
the theandric countenance of Jesus Christ, is recognized»1. This conclud-
ing quotation finely sums up the outcome of Berdiaev’s endeavour, what 
might be called an Orthodox esotericism, which was significantly more es-
oteric than mainstream Orthodoxy, inspired as it was by the European 
tradition of Christian Theosophy, and at the same time more traditionary 
Christian compared to other contemporary esoteric currents of thought.
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